Centaurus: Journal of the European Society for the History of Science is an international English language journal and the official journal of the European Society for the History of Science. The journal was started in 1950 and has remained one of the major journals devoted to the study of the history of science.

Aims and scope

Centaurus publishes original research papers, historiographical articles, and other academic work on the history of science broadly conceived, including the history of mathematics, physical sciences, life sciences, earth sciences, social sciences, humanities, medicine and technology, and their social and cultural aspects.

We also invite contributions that establish connections between history of science and other disciplines. Book notices, book reviews and essay reviews of publications within the journal's scope are commissioned to experts.

The Editor encourages suggestions for special issues, short papers on topics of current interest and articles suited to open peer commentary along with a list of potential commentators.

Subscribe-to-Open

From 2022, Centaurus is published in Diamond Open Access at no cost to the authors or readers through a partnership between the ESHS and Brepols.

The sustained success of our Open Access initiative will depend crucially on the support of libraries and other institutions via the Subscribe-to-Open (S2O) publishing model.

We kindly invite you to recommend Centaurus to your librarian.
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Benefits for subscribing libraries

Libraries that confirm their subscription until 31 January 2023 will benefit from

- **Reduced subscription prices:**
  - Print & Online: €434 → €397 (including shipping)
  - Online only: €397 → €341
  The journal will be published in 4 issues per year
- **Free read-only access to the online archive of ARCHEION – Archivo de Historia de la Ciencia (1919-1943)**

Other key features

- Impact factor: the journal is the 1st out of 37 History of Science journals. This means that the journal is among the top 3% in the sub-discipline of History of Science
- The journal is hosted on [www.brepolsonline.net](http://www.brepolsonline.net), using state-of-the-art content hosting technology
- The journal is listed on all relevant Open Access directories (DOAJ etc.), as well as journal ranking tools.
- The journal is published according to Brepols’ financial transparency policy

Brepols is participant in the Subscribe-to-Open Community of Practice: [https://subscribetoopencommunity.org/](https://subscribetoopencommunity.org/)

Editorial Background

All articles in the journal *Centaurus* are evaluated by an Editorial Board, strictly on academic grounds, based on reports prepared by referees who have been commissioned by virtue of their specialism in the appropriate field. The Board ensures that the screening is done independently and without conflicts of interest. The definitive texts supplied by authors are also subject to review by the Board before being approved for publication.
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Submissions

Manuscripts should be submitted on the online platform:
[https://centaurus.manuscriptmanager.net](https://centaurus.manuscriptmanager.net)

Available issues

**Volume 64 (2022), Issue 1**
*Spotlight Issue: How Epidemics End*, edited by Erica Charters

**Volume 64 (2022), Issue 2**

**Forthcoming issue**
**Volume 64 (2022), Issue 3**
*Science at the Zoo. Producing Knowledge about Exotic Animals*, edited by Miquel Carandell & Oliver Hochadel
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